
Johns Hopkins finds new AI
blood test detects liver cancer
in study

John Hopkins University
announced an AI blood test that
was f ound to detect over 80% of
liver cancers in a study.

Read more
Source: Medical Device Network

FDA official discusses benefits,
challenges of remote
inspections

Remote Regulatory assesments have
helped the FDA identify GMP
violations, but there are still some
challenges with the remote format.

Read more
Source: Regulatory Focus

Medtronic lowers full-year
forecast, citing drop in
procedure growth

Medtronic has seen a slower than
expected recovery from certain
procedures, which has lowered their
quarterly profit and revenue.

Read more
Source: MedTech Dive

Groundbreaking Mind-
Controlled Wheelchairs Help
Paralyzed Patients Navigate
Obstacles

A study has found a non invasive
wheelchair that allows paralyzed
patients to control it with their mind
to be effective at navigating
obstacles.

Read more
Source: Medical Daily

The More Things Change, the
More They Stay the Same

MD+DI takes a look at how layoffs in
medtech today are similar to how
the medtech industry looked in 2013.

Read more
Source: MD+DI

Nano-robot antibodies that
fight cancer enter first human
drug trial

Scientists in Israel have
created the f irst nano-robot
antibodies made f or f ighting
cancer. Succesf ul trials could lead
to a massive development in
cancer f ighting technology.

Read more
Source: BGR

A Baby Boom For Cutest
Animal Not Seen in Australia
for Decades: ‘Feels Like a
Modern Jurassic Park’

Eastern quolls have been extinct on
mainland Australia since 1967. But
they have since returned after being
bread in Wildlife Sanctuaries.

Read more
Source: Good News Network
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Good Morning and Happy Holidays!

Happy Thanksgiving weekend! We hope you enjoyed some time
with family, friends, or however you choose to celebrate! Check
out some of our top stories for the week!

Industry News

Feel Good Stories

Prime Path Weekly Blog

Handling Rejection – What to Do If the FDA Doesn’t
Accept Your 510k Application

Check out this week's blogs to find out what to do when your 510(k)
application isn't accepted, and why they might reject you in the first place.

Read more

Prime Path News

Happy Thanksgiving and holiday weekend from us at
Prime Path!
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